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Aaron Pergram

Jeremy Curtis, oboe
Katherine Nix, oboe
Leslie Treber, English horn
Brian McKee, bassoon
Dustin Shilling, tambourine
Grayson Fiske, hand drum
Webb Parker, voice
Richard Carrick, voice
John Harrison, voice
Joshua Koller, voice
Daniel Meinhardt, voice
Charles Gurke, voice
Hau-Wei Chang, voice
Damien Bradley, tubular bells
Emily McPherson, piccolo
William Hamilton, trumpet
Mark Knippel, flugelhorn
Rebecca Olason, horn
Colin Hurowitz, military drum

* * *

If you are in the company of a small child or someone who may inadvertently cause distractions, kindly sit near a rear exit and be prepared to leave in a timely fashion. Please respect our artists and your fellow concert goers. House management reserves the right to request exiting the Hall when appropriate.

* * *

111th Season, 76th program
PROGRAM

Spring Morning
Ethan Gans-Morse
Heather Figi, violin
Abby Young, violin
Merietta Oviatt, viola
Ralph Stricker-Chapman, cello
Corey Adkins, bass
Emily McPherson, flute
Jennifer Love, clarinet
Peter Yurkovich, horn
Rachel Miller, harp
Dustin Shilling, percussion
Ethan Gans-Morse, conductor

Wind Quintet
W. Franklin Price
I.
Michele Aichele, flute
Clara Terrell, oboe
Jennifer Love, clarinet
Rebecca Olason, horn
Joey Hartman, bassoon
II.

Sonata for Oboe and Cello
Randall Klein
I. Introduction and Fanfare
II. Rhapsody
III. Melisma
IV. Danse Vaste
Clara Terrell, oboe
Josh Koller, cello

Cosmic Suite for Cello
Seth Stewart
I. Vistas of Mercury
II. Through the Asteroid Belt
III. Drifting in Astral Space
IV. The Fires of Venus
Ralph Stricker-Chapman, cello

String Quartet
Krista Abrahamson
i. Wanderlust
iii. to hear, one must first be silent
Sophie Lott, violin
Stella Day, violin
Avery Pratt, viola
River Ramuglia, cello

Intermission

Mutant for Alto Saxophone
Hau-Wei Chang
Soren Hamm, alto saxophone

Nightlife
Brandon Rumsey
Tony Tunzat, trumpet
Svetlana Kotova, piano

Beacon-like, but Quieter
James Bean
Sean O’Neal, violin
James Bean, piano

Five Haikus
Damien Bradley
I. Clouds
II. Winter
III. Grass
IV. Snow
V. Pond
Heather Holmquest, soprano
Emily McPherson, flute
Wesley Price, guitar
Colin Hurowitz, percussion
Damien Bradley, piano

Threnody for Tuba and Piano
Evan C. Paul
Charles Nickles, tuba
Evan C. Paul, piano